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ABSTRACT

With the arrival of wireless technologies like Wi-Fi Direct and close to Field Communication (NFC), Peer-to-Peer (P2P) content sharing among mobile devices is about to become additional present. Delay-Tolerant Networks (DTNs)—with their rudimentary direct delivery routing protocol—can be leveraged to produce seamless property in such eventualities. To the most effective of our data, very little has been done underneathstand|to know|to grasp the performance of DTNs under realistic settings involving the interaction of numerous factors like bundle fragmentation, scheduling, and buffer spacing place along. we tend to proceed to guage the truthfulness of the model by involving QPN analysis mistreatment the SimQPN tool and simulation of the underlying DTN mistreatment the ONE machine. we discover that the model with success predicts the performance of the underlying network to a high degree of accuracy.

INTRODUCTION

Delay-Tolerant Networks (DTNs) [1] are envisaged to produce property in discontinuous environments. With the increasing percolation of sensible phones, there's a growing interest in infrastructure-less Peer-to-Peer (P2P) communication. DTNs might be leveraged to atone for the intermittent property that's typical of those devices. DTN routing protocols circumvent
intermittent property mistreatment the shop, carry and forward mechanism [1] whereby the nodes store bundles domestically and forward them as and after they acquire contact with another node. If the recipient node conjointly happens to be the destination, this transfer mechanism is termed the transmission mechanism routing protocol in DTN routing idiom. this easy routing protocol finds application in a very big selection of situations starting from satellite communication to providing property in rural areas. within the latter case, nodes in rural areas deposit knowledge to one node, that is usually a sensible phone running the DTN protocol stack. This node successively acts as a mule, physically carrying the information to a location with web property before forwarding it to its destination via the net. Now, with the appearance of P2P-friendly wireless technologies like wireless local area network Direct and NFC, P2P content sharing applications area unit set to become a lot of omnipresent. golem Beam, a preferred shut proximity file sharing protocol is one such example that employs the NFC technology for knowledge transfer. DTNs, with their rudimentary transmission mechanism routing protocol may realize a outstanding role in such applications. Our ability to predict the performance of DTNs in terms of the physical parameters of the network is so crucial, particularly considering the restricted resources obtainable at the disposal of sensible phones. To the simplest of our information, analysis of DTN routing protocols within the literature has rarely taken into consideration realistic factors like bundle fragmentation, buffer programing and buffer spacing. Our goal so is to return up with a unified characterization of the network that takes into consideration these vital factors and accurately predicts the network performance. to the current finish, we glance at Queueing Petri Nets (QPNs) as a candidate framework for developing with such a generic model of DTNs. QPNs supply a natural approach of representing and analyzing random distributed systems. However, for the QPN model to be effective, it ought to be elaborate enough to capture the various parameters that impact performance. during this context, a serious contribution of this paper is associate intuitive theme of representing DTN as a QPN that takes said all realistic factors into consideration, for the transmission mechanism routing protocol. a serious issue that severely limits the quantifiability of
QPNs is flexibility. massive models result in state area explosion rendering the Petri Net (PN) analytically disobedient. we have a tendency to touch upon this mistreatment the separate event simulation tool planned in SimQPN [2]. we have a tendency to next verify the validity of the model via simulations mistreatment the opportunist Network setting (ONE) machine [3]. the rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section II, we offer an outline of the capabilities of the state-of-the-art DTN performance models vis-a-vis QPNs. we offer a quick on the QPN background and system model into account. The crux of this paper, DTN modeling via QPN is elaborate. The analysis strategies (including QPN model) area unit represented in Section V and their results area unit mentioned. we have a tendency to finally conclude this paper, by providing some directions toward the long run extension of this work.

RELATED WORK

Performance study of variety of DTN routing protocols within the literature has for the most part been done either by analysis with lowest settings or by mere simulations. The authors in [4] and [5] use a continual Time Markoff process (CTMC) model to review the propagation of one bundle within the network. The authors in [5] go any and study the buffer house occupied by one copy (via its replica) within the network. this is often done by approximating the node as a G/G/∞ queue and therefore the results derived from CTMC area unit accustomed cipher the buffer house. The authors in [6] study the impact of various buffer programming policies via simulation. during a similar approach, the authors in [7] use simulation to review the impact of varied fragmentation techniques on the network performance. In our earlier work [8], we have a tendency to study buffer spacing of the node by exploitation massive Deviations Theory (LDT) to quantify the buffer size for a selected network setting. To the simplest of our information, this paper is that the 1st to model the network performance by incorporating all the many factors concerned during a comprehensive means.

DTN MODEL

The system model into consideration consists of variety of mobile nodes that move among a finite piece of land. Their quality is ruled by a famed pattern such the
expected IMTs (Inter-Meeting Time) and CTs (Contact Time) are unit freelance and Identically Distributed (IID) across each try of nodes. All nodes are unit identical in terms of the resources out there to them (such as buffer capability, radio vary, and link bandwidth), each node generates bundle destined for one more node hand-picked uniformly haphazardly. This bundle generation rate is same across all nodes. The supply node carries all bundles till it physically meets the destination (a.k.a. transmission mechanism routing). during this model, we tend to target a typical try of source-destination nodes. Since all node-pairs are unit identical, we tend to argue that the model mechanically scales for the complete DTN.

**QUEUEING PETRI NETS**

In this section, we offer an outline of QPNs. the essential Petri Nets (PNs) square measure bi-partite graphs with 2 forms of vertices, specifically places and transitions that square measure connected by directional arcs. AN arc connects an area to a transition or vice-versa and is severally known as as input/output arc. every arc has AN cardinality related to it; unless otherwise explicit , the cardinality is one. The transitions square measure of 2 varieties, specifically regular transitions and immediate transitions, characterized by the time delay once that they fireplace. A transition is alleged to be enabled (or fired), if its associated input place has sufficient variety of tokens satisfying the cardinality of the connecting input arc. Once enabled, a direct transition fires the token to every of its connected output arcs (according to their cardinality). A regular transition starts its timer and fires the token once it expires. If a regular transition fires at AN exponential rate, then the resultant PN is termed random Petri web (SPN). A PN with exponentially discharged regular transitions and immediate transitions is termed Generalized SPN (GSPN). moreover, the places also can have coloured tokens (used to denote completely different| completely different) categories of service) with different transition modes for every color. And thence named as coloured GSPN (CGSPN). QPNs square measure extensions of CGSPNs, whereby the places square measure of 2 types: (i) standard places and (ii) queueing places. Queueing places integrate queues into places. Once the tokens square measure served within the queue, they're placed within the depository1 and prepared to be used. At a high level, our
model abstracts the node-level aspects of the DTN. totally different random realizations of the DTN from a node-level perspective, like bundle generation and node quality square measure abstracted via QPN formalisms.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we've developed a QPN model that characterizes DTNs for the special case of transmission mechanism routing. This model is in a position to accurately predict the performance of the network in terms of the delivery delay and delivery quantitative relation, by taking into consideration realistic factors like buffer programming and bundle fragmentation. this could be seen from our validation theme involving simulations via the SimQPN framework and therefore the ONE machine. The QPN model may be more increased to include multihop routing and bundle replication. Analytical expressions for the delay is also obtained by constructing the underlying reachability graph of the QPN by making sure simplifying assumptions to curtail the state area. These extensions area unit left for future work.
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